
Full Description

This tough customer also known as an exercise, Swiss, fitness or birthing ball really lets you put it through its paces.

Our gym balls are widely used in Pilates, yoga, core strength and resistance training, stretching and toning.

Ideal for both gym and home use the 66fit Fitness Balls are often recommended for post accident rehabilitation and also play an 
invaluable part in both pre and post-natal care.

Why Choose the 66fit Anti Burst Exercise Ball?

Manufactured to a high standard the 66fit gym ball is a versatile, easy-to-use product designed with portability, durability and easy
storage in mind.

Made from tough latex free PVC this 55cm ball is easily and quickly inflated using the double action pump supplied. Once inflated 
simply check the size using the handy measuring tape provided and adjust as necessary.

The balls ‘anti-burst’ feature ensures that in the case of a puncture the ball will slowly deflate ensuring the user has plenty of time 
to step off the ball without any risk of injury.

The colour box features instructional graphics to show how to use the ball, with additional in-depth videos available online.

Please Note: Please ensure you order the correct size ball, as any ball that has been opened or inflated cannot be refunded or 
exchanged. This is due to the fact that we cannot ensure the safety of any ball that has been returned to us.

Features

The 66fit Burst Resistant Gym Ball is a truly multi-purpose product suitable for use in countless exercise disciplines.

The 66fit fitness ball may be used for core strength training, resistance workouts, stretching and toning to name but a few.

Supplied with fast inflation pump, plug removing tool and measuring tape to ensure that the ball is correctly inflated.

Burst resistant. 100% latex free..

Specification

Colour: Red, 45cm, Purple 55cm, Silver 65cm, Blue 75cm

Material: PVC / DPHP

Contents: 1x 66fit Gym ball, 1x Fast Inflation Pump (where stated), 1x Plug, 1x Plug Removing Tool, 1x Measuring Tape

Burst Resistance To: 250kg

Sizing:

45cm Ball is suitable for anyone  up to 5’0” tall.

55cm Ball is suitable for anyone up to 5’6”. 

65cm Ball is suitable for anyone over 5’6”. 

75cm Ball is suitable for anyone over 6’2” or above tall. 


